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The Notion of Transfer in Sikuani Causatives 
F. Queixalós1 

 
 
 
1. I will focus here on one of the three phenomena that in some way are related to causation 
in Sikuani: the auxiliary "make", which derives from a full verb. On the basis of a notion of 
"transfer", I will attempt to give a unitary account for all uses of this verbal form. The other 
two phenomena I will just make a brief mention of. They are: 1) a class of postural 
intransitive verbs which can function either as full verbs or as auxiliaries, and which have 
causative derived counterparts ; and 2) two applicative constructions which relate in an 
interesting way to the semantics of causation. 
 
Sikuani is a language spoken  by about 20,000 people in the savanna area west of the middle 
course of the Orinoco river, between rivers Meta and Guaviare. A few thousand speakers live 
on the Venezuelian side of the Orinoco, around the city of Puerto Ayacucho and on the 
Manapiare river, a tributary of the Ventuari. The language belongs to the small Guahibo 
family, which comprises also Cuiva, Guayabero and Hitnü, and which has not, so far, been 
convincingly affiliated to any larger group of languages. 
 
The language is fairly agglutinative, with nominal affixes for person, gender, class, number, 
aspect, and verbal affixes for person, number, aspect-mood, tense, valency, directionality. It 
has a (small) class of adjectives, and a sub-class of verbs (most of them stative) which 
behave in many ways like nouns. Noun predicates need no copula nor any existential verb. 
Verb and noun predicates take auxiliaries out of a relatively rich class, some of them being 
also lexical verbs. The auxiliary comes after the main verb. Verbs show a mood contrast, 
virtual vs. factual, marked on the suffix closest to the root. Nouns can incorporate. The 
order of elements is SOV (far from strict) and o-V-s. Affixes for third person o- and -s have 
null phonological form.  Lexical verbs can take up to three core arguments, but only two of 
them are affixally present on the verb. The alignment is accusative-type. Noun phrases 
referring to core participants do not take case morphology. Oblique noun phrases take 
postpositions. 
 
 
2. There exists a class of four postural verbs, "be sitting", "stand", "be lying", and "be 
suspended" that, besides their literal spatial meaning, have endured a strong 
grammaticalization process and are, as verb auxiliaries, central to the expression of aspect 
and modality. They know no restriction regarding their main verb valency. On the other 
hand, their lexically derived causative counterparts, "seat", "raise", "lay", and "hang", only 
combine with transitive verbs and are less accessible to grammatical senses. Now, the 
alternation of intransitive / transitive postural auxiliary on a transitive verb has an unusual 
effect: first, both describe body static attitudes, and, second, they operate a switch as to 
which participant has his attitude described. The intransitive auxiliary stands for the subject 
participant posture, whereas the transitive stands for the object participant posture.  
 
(1)a ne-taya-eka-me    “you looked at me (you sitting)” 

1ºObject-See-BeSitting-2ºSubject 

                                                 
1 CNRS & IRD, France. 
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(2)b ne-taya-eta-me    “you looked at me (me sitting)” 

1ºObject-See-Seat-2ºSubject 
 

Causative auxiliaries retain some of the aspectual and modal aptitudes of their intransitive 
counterparts. For example, they can express something of an agentive resultative, "act on an 
entity (main verb) and leave it in the resultant state for a certain amount of time (auxiliary)". 
On the modality side, "lay", which as a full verb also means "throw away, abandon", marks 
commiseration from the speaker towards the object participant. 
 
As for applicative constructions, there are two relational preverbs with causative meaning, 
one more direct and often physical, the other more inductive. The direct causative preverb 
could be etymologically related to the word for "hand". One of its possible senses — 
presumably the most basic one — is instrumental applicative.  
 
(3) Mahalu   computadora   Ø-ka-yakina-Ø   baharapaliwaisianü 
 Mahalu/Computer/3ºObject-Handling-Carve-3ºSubject/ThoseStories 
 "Mahalu wrote these stories with the computer" 
 
As a causative it encodes strong coercion — in the example, by means of some mental 
power —: 
 
(4) itsamatakabi   Phurunaminali   pübü   Ø-ka-pitsapa-Ø 
 OneDay/God/Ant/3ºObject-Handling-GoOut-3ºSubject 
 "one day, God made the ants go out" 
 
Both preverbs admit the comitative feature, as a possibility for the direct one,  
 
(5) Kuwainü   Ø-ka-nawiata-Ø   pihawa  
 God/3ºObject-Handling-GoBack-3ºSubject/HisWife 
 "God took his wife back home" 
 
and as an obligation for the inductive one: 
 
(6) Yakukuli   Ø-barü-nahaetabihiriba-Ø  
 Yakukuli/3ºObject-Induction-FlyAway-3ºSubject 
 "Yakukuli flew away taking her with him" 
 
Comitative sense is totally excluded for the causative proper auxiliary, to which we turn 
now. 
 
 
3. Exana is a lexical verb meaning "make, create, fabricate, give birth to, turn into". As 
"create" it behaves like any other transitive verb: 
 
(7)a ponü   naehawa    Ø-nikata-Ø  "that one cut the tree" 
 ThatOne/Tree/3ºObject-Cut-3ºSubject 
  
     b ponüyo   patomara   Ø-exana-Ø  "that small one created that village" 
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ThatSmallOne/ThatVillage/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 

 
Di-transitive verbs in this language display a pattern of the type Dryer (1986) calls 
primary/secondary objects. That is, the grammatical hierarchy which obtains between both 
objects of a "give" verb has the recipient outranking the patient (the transferred entity), in 
contraposition to the direct/indirect objects type, like in French, where we have a hierarchy 
patient-object > recipient-object. In Sikuani the same morpho-syntactic properties are attached 
to the object of a simple transitive verb and the recipient of a di-transitive one. As an 
illustration of this alignment in verbal morphology we have: 
 
(8)a ka-konita-tsi    "I whipped you" 
 2ºObject-Whip-4ºSubject

2 
 
     b tsema   ka-rahuta-tsi   "I gave you tobacco" 
 Tobacco/2ºObject-Give-4ºSubject 
 
Since, cross-linguistically, objects hierarchy manifests itself formally in very similar ways 
whatever the pattern is (primary/secondary objects vs. direct/indirect objects), I see no 
reason to discard the traditional terminology for these grammatical relations. Thus, I will 
use the following pairings for the Sikuani pattern: 
 

   grammatical relations  semantic roles 
direct object   recipient 
indirect object   patient 

 
As "turn into", exana behaves like di-transitive verbs: 
 
(9)a pebi   tsema   Ø-rahuta-Ø  petiriwa  "the man gave tobacco to the woman" 
 Man/Tobacco/3ºObject-Give-3ºSubject/Woman 
 
     b pebi   pewonotoxi   tulukisi   Ø-exana-Ø    
 Man/Teeth/Collar/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 

"the man made a collar out of the teeth" 
 

That is to say, a direct objet is indexed on the verb as a prefix and can be represented by a 
noun phrase, and an indirect object — if overt — is represented by a noun phrase, non-
marked as oblique but non-coindexed on the verb3. In example (9)a the direct object is the 
recipient petiriwa, "woman", and the indirect object is the transferred thing, tsema, 
"tobacco". In (9)b the direct object is pewonotoxi, "teeth", and the indirect object is 
tulukisi, "collar". (Word order of objects is not absolutely criterial.) That the roles are 
distributed in this way in (9)b is visible in the overt verbal morphology example which 
follows: 
 
(10) petiriwa   ka-exanaena-tsi   "I will make a woman out of you" 
 Woman/2ºObject-WillMake-4ºSubject 
 
                                                 
2 A partial justification of this "4º" person will be seen below. 
3 The grammatical entity I call "indirect object" seems to exist in Swahili, with the same characteristics, but fails 
to be recognized as having any syntactic relation to the verb (Comrie 1976:290; but see Givón 1997:66). 
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In examples like (9)b and (10) the event reported by the verb amounts to nothing more than 
transferring a conditions-of-existence set into a recipient. In (9)b pewonotoxi, "teeth", 
represents the recipient, treated as a direct object, and tulukisi, "collar", the transferred 
conditions-of-existence set, treated as an indirect object. And so do, respectively, ka-, 
"you", and petiriwa, "woman", in (10). In a sense, exana, which reports the event in 
question, is semantically abstract in that it describes but the transfer — conditions B going 
onto entity A —, without overtly expressing by way of what kind of particular action (sew, 
carve, etc.) the transfer is accomplished. We can say, in this same vein, that exana, "create", 
of example (7)b takes existence itself as the conditions-of-existence set to be transferred. 
 
 
4. Now, as a causative, exana behaves like an auxiliary. It appears as a bound form after the 
verb stem, capturing all of the postverbal inflection. 
 
(11)a phirapa-me    "you stumbled and fell down" 
 StumbleAndFall-2ºSubject 
 
     b ka-phirapa-exana-tsi  "I made you stumble and fall down" 
 2ºObject-StumbleAndFall-Make-4ºSubject 
 
The semantic parallel with the lexical uses is obvious: be it the coming to existence itself — 
(7)b —, or a sort of resultant bunch of properties — (9)b —, or some kind of behavior — 
(11)b —, in all three cases we have a conditions-of-existence set being transferred by 
initiative of an external entity. The formal expression for the three kinds of transferred sets 
differ:  
 
- coming to existence does not surface, 
- resultant bunch of properties surfaces as a noun phrase, 
- behavior surfaces as a main non-finite verb, 
 
whereas the expression of the external entity remains the same: the subject. To rephrase the 
"transfer" notion — similar to that of "transition" proposed by Moreno (1993:159 and note 
3 p. 163) —, we could say that, in all cases, the entity represented by the subject causes the 
entity represented by the object to adopt some conditions-of-existence set. This assertion 
holds when a transitive verb comes to be causativized. 
 
(12)a penakueto  Ø-konita-Ø    awiri "the child whipped the dog" 
 Child/3ºObject-Whip-3ºSubject/Dog 
  
     b taena  penakueto  Ø-konitsia-exana-Ø  awiri 
 MyMother/Child/3ºObject-Whip-Make-3ºSubject/Dog 
 "my mother made the child whip the dog"4 
 
Here, the "whipping the dog" is the behavior adopted by the child on mother’s instigation. 
The following examples, with overt prefix morphology, show that the causee-recipient is 
indeed the direct object of the verb complex: 

                                                 
4 The verb konita has a different form in each example, contrary to phirapa above. This is due to mood changes 
which are idiosyncratically induced by main verb roots and/or auxiliary roots. Most of the examples below show 
this kind of morphological process, that I am not segmenting. 
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(13)a taena  ka-konitsia-exana-Ø  awiri "my mother made you whip the dog" 
 MyMother/2ºObject-Whip-Make-3ºSubject/Dog 
 
       b naka-yapütae-exana-Ø    nakua   liwaisi 

1ºPluralInclusiveObject-Know-Make-3ºSubject/World/Story 
"It (tradition) makes us know the story of the world" 

 
These examples illustrate the fact that in the need of reorganizing the argument structure of 
the clause, Sikuani causatives appeal to a device different from Comrie’s demotion down 
the case hierarchy to the next available empty slot, typical of French and many other 
languages (Comrie 1976). I would use a Martinet’s diachronic phonology metaphor for the 
way Sikuani operates: the propulsive chain. This device begins to operate when the causer 
usurps the subject position. The former-subject causee is pushed to the direct object 
position. If nothing is there, no other changes occur. This is the case of causativized 
intransitive verbs. If something already fills the object position, as in the case of 
causativized transitive verbs, this something, the former-object, is ousted a step further and 
takes the indirect object position. "Case" hierarchy holds for both strategies, what changes 
is their mechanics5. 
 
The propulsive chain device is no absolute constraint. We will see in a moment cases in 
which the causee appears as an indirect object. I give here the only instance available where 
the causee surfaces as an oblique constituent, with the basically spatial location suffix –tha.  
 
(14) baharaponü   pihawa-tha   Ø-setsia-exana-Ø   katsanihira 
 ThisOne/HisWife-Locative/3ºObject-Cook-Make-3ºSubject/PoisonJuiceOfManioc 
 "this one made his wife cook the poison juice of manioc" 
 
No justification is at hand, other than pointing out that the suffix is also found with 
instrumental meaning (and accompaniment). 
 
There are no convincing cases of di-transitive verb causativization in my data6. We have 
already seen the verb rahuta, "give", in (9)a. An example of causativized rahuta appears 
in: 
 
(15) tsikirinewüthüyo    Ø-mi-rahuta-exana-biaba-Ø  
 SmallJaguar/3ºObject-Breast-Give-Make-Iterative-3ºSubject 

"he (Rabbit) made her (Mother Jaguar) "breast-feed" the baby jaguar several times" 
 
The causer, Rabbit, takes the subject position, and pushes the causee, Mother Jaguar, down 
to the direct object position. Then, "small jaguar", which occupied the direct object position 
as recipient of "give", slips into the indirect object position, an unmarked and non-
coreferenced noun phrase. The problem at this point is: what happens to the former indirect 
object, the transferred participant "breast", which stands at the end of the pushing chain? Its 
demotion puts it off the core argument set. In the example it simply incorporates into the 
verb. Of course, we could expect to find such demoted patient indirect objects as oblique 
constituents. No available data show this phenomenon. On the other hand, body part nouns 
                                                 
5 Georgian and Swahili seem to show something similar to Sikuani (Comrie:1976). 
6 Songhai has this same restriction (Comrie 1974:10). 
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have such a propensity for incorporating that probably "breast" is not really at the end of the 
chain in (15): I assume it could have been already incorporated in the non-causative 
construction.  
 
 
5. Let’s turn now to the saliency properties of the causer. Of course, it is typically salient, 
most of the time human. But some non-animates can be considered as good causers, for 
example psychotropic substances: 
 
(16) xuipa   ne-asaü-exana-Ø   "capi makes me strong" 
 CapiPlant/1ºObject-BeStrong-Make-3ºSubject 
 
On the contrary, a stone is not accepted as a causer: 
 
(17) *iboto   ka-phirapa-exana-Ø "the stone made you stumble and fall down" 
 Stone/2ºObject-StumbleAndFall-Make-3ºSubject  
 
This has to be expressed with "stone" as an oblique constituent of the original intransitive 
clause: 
 
(18) iboto-tha   phirapa-me  "you stumbled over the stone and fell down" 
 Stone-Locative/StumbleAndFall-2ºSubject  
 
As for the causee’s saliency properties, causativization seems to be indifferent to them. 
Speaking of a person: 
 
(19) Ø-hueya-exana-hü    "I made him swim" 
 3ºObject-Swim-Make-1ºSubject 
 
Speaking of a plant:  
 
(20) Ø-huwia-exana-hü   "I made it grow" 
 3ºObject-Grow-Make-1ºSubject 

 

Speaking of a rock: 
 
(21) Palupaluma   ibotonü   Ø-tsita-baka-exana- Ø   baharaponü 

Rabbit/Rock/3ºObject-Apparently-Cow-Make-3ºSubject/ThisOne 
"Rabbit made the rock look like a cow for him (Jaguar)" 

 
Now, when it comes to the hierarchization of objects, causativization of transitives is 
sensitive to the saliency ranking between original subject and object. I will show that with a 
series of connected examples. Namatamota is an intransitive verb meaning "to be 
valuable". 
 
(22) patahakuene   namatamota-Ø "our customs are valuable" 
 OurCustoms/BeValuable-3ºSubject 

 
By causativizing it we have: 
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(23) patahakuene   pa-Ø-namatamotsia-exana-hü  
 OurCustoms/Plural-3ºObject-BeValuable-Make-1ºSubject 

 "we prize our customs (lit.: we make our customs be valuable)" 
 
Now let us transitivize namatamota, "to be valuable", with the applicative preverb to-  ̧
"involving, concerning", which typically introduces a salient new participant: 
 
(24) pabu  bitso  ne-to-namatamota-Ø   
 ThisHammock/Much/1ºObject-Concerning-BeValuable-3ºSubject 

"I’ve paid a high cost for this hammock (lit.: this hammock is very valuable for me)" 
 
If we are to causativize (24), we won’t see any push-chain at work, since the causee pabu, 
"hammock", is forced to let the salient direct objet untouched. What it does is skip over that 
argument position and get into an indirect objet slot: 

 
(25) xamü   pabu   bitso  ne-to-namatamotsia-exana-me 

You/Hammock/Much/1ºObject-Concerning-BeValuable-Make-2ºSubject  
"you made me pay a high cost for this hammock (lit.: you made this hammock be 
very valuable for me)" 

 
Also: 
 
(26) apo-pa-ka-to-sahina-exanae   tsane-tsi-behe 

Negation-Plural-2ºObject-Applicative-Lack-Make/Future-4ºSubject-Dual 
"I won't let it (food) run out for the two of you " 

 
This means that the semantic hierarchy of participants overrides their argument-based 
hierarchy, neutralizing the formal device of argument redistribution, the propulsive chain.7 
That the semantic hierarchy does not rest on person but on something like animacy or 
humanhood is made clear in the following example, where the untouched salient direct 
object is human third person:  
 
(27) itsa  rikuwanü tsipae,  bitso  baitsi  pematamo  apo-Øi-to-hone-exanae-nü   

tsipae  
If/IAmARichWoman/Irrealis/Much/Focus/Prices/Negation-3ºObject-Concerning-
Enter-Make-1ºSubject/Irrealis 

"if I were a rich woman, I wouldn’t impose themi (Indians) such high prices (lit.: I 
wouldn’t make high prices enter for them)" 

 
 
6. I’ll make a brief mention of a verb hanita, which as a full verb means "to be hungry, to 
desire, to whish". It behaves much like exana in its causative auxiliary function. Whereas 

                                                 
7 Plausibly a consequence of this is that an example like (13)a could be ambiguous (supposing that "dog" is a 
good agent for that verb) and mean also "my mother made the dog whip you", with a second person human 
patient outranking a third person non-human causee. But a tendency seems to exist which consists in having the 
causee in preverbal position and the patient in postverbal position  — (37), and less neatly (15), are 
counterexamples to this, respectively. We would then expect "dog" as causee in (13)a to show up before the verb. 
There is no straightforward confirmation of this possibility in my current data. 
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the latter bears the idea of "transferring a conditions-of-existence set onto an entity", what 
hanita seems to do is "mentally project a conditions-of-existence set onto an entity". This 
projection can be a wish, as in 
 
(28)a tüpa-Ø     "he died" 
 Die-3ºSubject 
 
       b Ø-tüpae-hanita-hü   "I wish he dies" 
 3ºObject-Die-Wish-1ºSubject 
 
or a reproach, as in 
 
(29)a aphaetabi-tsi     "we are lazy" 
 BeLazy-4ºSubject 
 
       b apo-naka-aphaetabia-hanitsi-Ø!  "let them not reproach us to be lazy !" 
 Negation-4ºObject-BeLazy-Wish-3ºSubject

8 
 
Let us return to exana in order to see two valency reducing mechanisms.  
 
 
7.  The first is the reflexive. A prefix na- fulfills the object paradigm position on the verb, 
and entails coreference between subject and object. 
 
(30)a Ø-tahuita-me    "you burnt him" 
 3ºObject-Burn-2ºSubject 
  
       b na-tahuita-me   "you burnt yourself" 
 Reflexive-Burn-2ºSubject 
 
As a transitive verb, exana can be reflexivized and means "to create oneself, to appear, to 
be born". 
 
(31) Tsamanimonae  bahaya   matakabi   na-exana-Ø 
 TsamaniPeople/Formerly/Time/Reflexive-Make-3ºSubject 

"the Tsamani people appeared in times past" 
 
As a di-transitive verb "to transform", it is reflexivized as "to become". 
 
(32) Sikuani   Wowai   na-exana-Ø "the Sikuani became Whites" 
 Sikuani/White/Reflexive-Make-3ºSubject 
 
In both cases the subject participant transfers the conditions of existence onto himself — the 
very existence in (31), and "being White people" in (32).  
 
(No volition is necessarily attached to the subject participant, as it appears when the 
initiative of the transformation is due to someone else, just by means of proffering a wish: 

                                                 
8 The optative is a "by-product" of the virtual mood, taken by hanita in this example. 
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(33) Sua!  Newüthüyo   na-exana-re!   hai   Adai. 
 WishExclamation/LittleJaguar/Reflexive-Make-Imperative/Say/Adai 
 "Turn into a little jaguar ! said Adai.") 
 
The question now is about the relation that Wowai in (32) bears to its verb. Since it is a 
noun phrase neither marked nor coreferenced on the verb, one has to consider it as an 
indirect object. 
 
In a reflexive causative of a one-place verb, a direct object position is generated by the 
causative. This position is then filled by the reflexive. Hence, the global construction 
remains intransitive. 
 
(34) na-tüpae-exana-Ø     
 Reflexive-Die-Make-3ºSubject 

"he plays the dead man (and not: he makes himself die)" 
 
In the reflexive of the causativized two-place verb, the final product is, as expected, a two-
place one. But the status of the extant non-subject argument is not that of a direct object. 
For the sake of clarity I reconstruct two preliminary examples.  
 
(35)a ?oroi  ponüj  Øj-wünüka-Øi   "worms filled that one up" 
 Worms/ThatOne/3ºObject-Fill-3ºSubject 

 
       b ?Kuwaik  oroi  Øi-wünüka-exana-Øk  ponüj   
 God/Worms/3ºObject-Fill-Make-3ºSubject/ThatOne 
 "God made the worms fill that one up" 
 
       c Kuwaik   oroi   nak-wünükae-exana-Øk  
 God/Worms/Reflexive-Fill-Make-3ºSubject 

 "God made the worms fill himself up" 
 
In (35)b we would have the causer, "God", bringing things about ("worms fill that one up" 
of (35)a) by pushing the causee, "worms", off the subject slot and down into the direct 
object slot. This is in line with what we have seen until now. In (35)c, the attested example, 
the event God causes to happen affects himself. The causer referent preempts the direct 
object slot as a reflexive prefix, not allowing the causee to land into it. The causee has to 
skip the direct object position and surface as an indirect object, that is, a noun phrase 
unmarked for morphological case and non-coreferenced on the verb, just like Wowai in 
(32).  
 
We have here the second instance of a neutralized propulsive chain. And we can presume 
that the motivation is not so different from the first instance — example (25), inversion of 
the semantic hierarchy —: after all, the causer is the more salient participant in the overall 
event. The coreference showed by (35)c between the reflexive and its antecedent is 
commonplace: the reflexive is, as we expect, controlled by the subject. Another example of 
that is: 
 
(36)a Øj-toxibia-exana-Øi     "hei made herj copulate with himk" 
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       b nai-toxibia-exana-Øi    "hei made herj copulate with himi" 
 
"Copulate" is a transitive verb. In a the causee is a direct object, the patient of the 
copulation being an indirect object with no noun phrase expression (and, naturally, no 
coreference on the verb). In b the patient is the causer himself. Hence the reflexive 
construction, leaving to the causee the indirect object position. Notice that the indirect 
object has another property in common with the other two core arguments: its nominal 
expression can be omitted.  
 
Now let us see the following example: 
 
(37) Palupalumak   nai-koxi-xaeya-exana-Øk   Newüthüwai  
 Rabbit/Reflexive-Children-Eat-Make-3ºSubject/Jaguaress 
 "Rabbit made Jaguaress eat her own children" 
 
Koxi, "children" bears no grammatical relation to the verb because it has been incorporated. 
We have a verb "eat-children", which can remain transitive: often enough, incorporating a 
body-part noun yields an applicative incorporation, in which the object slot is kept open to  
accomodate a raised "possessor". The causer-subject "Rabbit" is not affected by the event 
he causes to happen. Who is affected is the causee, "Jaguaress": she eats her own children. 
Because of the reflexive mark on the verb, which blocks the object prefixation, "Jaguaress" 
can't bear but the indirect object relation to the verb (non marked non coindexed noun 
phrase). Thus we get an odd reflexive-antecedent relation in terms of reference: the 
reflexive has no subject as an antecedent, since it must corefer with the indirect object 
causee. There seems to be a competition between two subjects for the control of the 
reflexive: the matrix verb subject — the causer, which wins in (35)c — and the embedded 
verb (formerly) subject — the causee, which wins in (37). What the criteria for settling the 
conflict are is not yet known to me. Maybe some saliency (semantic or pragmatic) hierarchy 
is at work. 
 
 
8. We now turn to the other valency reducing mechanism. There is in Sikuani a functional 
equivalent of passive for transitives with two third person arguments. The formal device 
consists of filling the subject suffix position on the verb with the first person plural 
inclusive morpheme, -tsi, which I call, for this and other reasons, a fourth person mark. The 
subject becomes a dummy form, inaccessible to reference. The object becomes the 
prominent participant because it remains the only one to be able to refer and to surface as a 
noun phrase9. 
 
(38)a Tsonüi  Newüthüj   Øj-beyaxuaba-Øi "Ant-eater killed Jaguar" 
 AntEater/Jaguar/3ºObject-Kill-3ºSubject 
 
       b Newüthüj   Øj-beyaxuaba-tsi     "Jaguar was killed" 
 Jaguar/3ºObject-Kill-4ºSubject 
 

                                                 
9 The agent phrase can in fact occur, though rarely. I won’t go into that topic here, which probably reveals a 
diachronic change in progress. 
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Besides the restriction on person there also exists a semantic restriction: the object must be 
high on the saliency hierarchy, basically human (exceptions seem to have clear motivations 
like discourse topicality, animal personalization, etc.). This is also the reason why indirect 
objects of three-place predicates do not passivize: they are typically low in saliency. This 
preference for (salient) direct object against (non-salient) indirect object shows up in the 
lexical di-transitive verb construction which follows: 
 
(39) Rosalbai   kaebaxutoj    Øi-kowaita-tsi     
 Rosalba/OneBook/3ºObject-Lend-4ºSubject 

 "Rosalba was lent one book (and not: one book was lent to R.)" 
 
A test for the correctness of reference index assignations in (39) relies on the reference 
properties of the dual verbal suffix, -behe. It is totally sensitive to the saliency status of 
participants. In active constructions it corefers with the intrinsically more salient argument 
(person, animacy, etc.), be it subject or object. In passive constructions it always corefers 
with the most prominent argument, the direct object, as is visible in the following examples 
with three-place (applicative) predicates, both about a couple of persons lost in the wild: 
 
(40)a bolej   metha   Øi-to-exana-tsi-behei 
 EvilSpell/Maybe/3ºObject-Concerning-Make-4ºSubject-Dual 

 "maybe the two of them were put a spell on" 
 

       b unutha   pethahabihawaj   Øi-to-buata-tsi-behei 
 InTheWoods/ChoppedThing/3ºObject-Concerning-Lay-4ºSubject-Dual 

 "the two of them benefited from chopped meat being laid for them in the woods" 
 
This passive-like construction, which hereafter I will call "passive", is used for causerless 
causative constructions: the subject position on the verb, which should host the causer 
pronominal marker, receives instead the fourth person suffix, and no noun phrase expresses 
the causer. An example of intransitive verb: 
 
(41) Ø-hunae-exana-tsi   "she was made to climb" 
 3ºObject-Climb-Make-4ºSubject  

 
An example of transitive verb: 
 
(42) Øi-hinae-exana-tsi   duhaij   "he was made to get fish" 
 3ºObject-GetWildFood-Make-4ºSubject/Fish 
 
Evidence for the assumption that the passivized argument in (42) is indeed "he", 
represented by the zero prefix, and not duhai, "fish", is found in the dual agreement suffix 
on the verb. The following example is extracted from a Sikuani version of the Hansel and 
Gretel tale. Brother and sister are captive in the witch house: 
 
(43) isoj   Øi-hotsia-exana-tsi-behei  "they both were forced to carry firewood" 
 Firewood/3ºObject-Carry-Make-4ºSubject-Dual 

 
According to what has just been said, no passive construction should occur when the object 
is non-third person. But remember that the applicative preverb to-  ̧"involving, concerning", 
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is able to introduce a salient new participant who, once included in a causative construction, 
clings to the direct object position, forcing the causee to slip one more step down to find 
another argument position (examples (24)-(25)). The passive construction retains this 
saliency-based restriction to the propulsive chain principle. I will illustrate the point with 
bihiobi, "to be miserable", a member of the previously mentioned class of stative verbs 
which behave much like nouns. What we have to know here about this verb is that, contrary 
to the other verbs already seen, it doesn’t constitute a complex word together with exana 
(which makes the latter more a causative verb and less an auxiliary)10. 
 
(44) ?patahasalinaii   bihiobi-Øi  "our ancestors were miserable" 
 OurAncestors/BeMiserable-3ºSubject 
 
By causativizing it we get: 
 
(45) ?patahasalinaii   bihiobi  Øi-exana-Øj    "they made our ancestors miserable" 
 OurAncestors/BeMiserable/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 
 
By passivizing the previous example we have: 
 
(46) ?patahasalinaii   bihiobi  Øi-exana-tsi    "our ancestors were made miserable" 
 OurAncestors/BeMiserable/3ºObject-Make-4ºSubject 
 
Now, the introduction in (45) of a new participant, "we", by way of the "concerning" 
preverb gives: 
 
(47) ?patahasalinaii   bihiobi   pa-nek-to-exana-Øj     
 OurAncestors/BeMiserable/Plural-1ºObject-Concerning-Make-3ºSubject 

"they made our ancestors miserable and it affects us" 
 
with causee patahasalinai, "our ancestors", demoted to indirect object position because of 
the saliency properties of the direct object, "we", which allow it to remain in its own 
position. All mechanisms at work in (44)-(47) accord with what we already know. In 
particular, (47) is formally equivalent to (25). In passivizing such a construction we won’t 
get the canonical third person object passive, as described in (38)-(43): the structure in (47) 
obtains and the prominent third person participant, the causee, yields to the higher person 
participant, as in the attested example: 
 
(48) bihiobi   pa-nek-to-exana-tsi   patahasalinaii 
 BeMiserable/Plural-1ºObject-Make-4ºSubject/OurAncestors 

"our ancestors were made miserable and it affects us" 
 
No causativization of a passive construction seems to occur. 
 
 
9. More than the grammatical use of a full verb exana is involved in the Sikuani causative if 
we assume that in this language nouns are predicates as much as verbs are. Concerning the 
full verb, we have seen the parallel between three-place verbs and exana as "turn into": 
                                                 
10 This is an idiosyncratic property of a few verbs of this class. Aphaetabi, "to be lazy", that we saw in examples 
(29), is also a member of the class but behaves in this respect as any other verb. 
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(49)a pebi   tsema   Ø-rahuta-Ø  petiriwa   "the man gave tobacco to the woman" 
 Man/Tobacco/3ºObject-Give-3ºSubject/Woman 
 
       b pebi   pewonotoxi   tulukisi   Ø-exana-Ø    
 Man/Teeth/Collar/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 

"the man made a collar out of the teeth" 
 
In spite of a rather free order, di-transitive constructions like "give" tend to have the noun 
phrase referring to the transferred entity, the indirect object, in immediate preverbal position 
(this is also true of "say", hai, a di-transitive verb almost always occurring just after the 
reported direct discourse). If we consider that nouns are fully predicative, as in 
 
(50)a pebi-Ø     "he is a man" 

Man -3ºSubject 
  
       b pebi-mü    "you are a man"  

Man -2ºSubject 
 
then any noun phrase in argument position is in fact a subordinated predicate. The "transfer 
a conditions-of-existence set onto a recipient entity" gloss above should be understood in 
such a way that what we have in (49)b must be reinterpreted in the following terms: the 
closer noun phrase to the verb, tulukisi, "collar", is the subordinate predicate indicating the 
conditions of existence to be transferred, in fact, "be a collar"; the other non-subject noun 
phrase, pewonotoxi, "teeth", is the entity onto which the transfer is operated11. Tulikisi 
must have a third person subject suffix that refers to the recipient entity and corefers with 
the main predicate objet prefix (following Launey 1994), as in: 
 
(51) pebii   pewonotoxij   tulukisi-Øj    Øj-exana-Øi    
 Man/Teeth/BeACollar-3ºSubject/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 

"the man made a collar out of the teeth (lit.: ...made the teeth be a collar)" 
 
The recipient participant is indeed the direct object of the verb, as it is in "give"-type 
constructions, since with a non-third person equivalent construction we can find: 
 
(52) tamatapihinüyo-mü     ka-exana-tsi  "I consider you as my elder brother" 
 MyElderBrother-2ºSubject/2ºObject-Make-4ºSubject 
 
with an overt marking of coreferent affixes on both main predicate object position, ka-, and 
subordinate predicate subject position, -mü12. A closer gloss to this example would then be: 
"I make you be my elder brother". 
 
When the transferred conditions of existence are represented by a subordinate verbal 
predicate, the recipient — the causee — is, again, the object of the causative verb and the 

                                                 
11 Of course, this noun phrase is also a subordinated predicate, "the one who/which is ...".  
12 It would seem that the explicitation of the subject suffix on the subordinate noun predicate is not obligatory; see 
example (10)b. 
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subject of the subordinated predicate13. Formally, nothing changes with respect to 
subordinate noun predicate constructions in the case of verbs belonging to the same sub-
class than bihiobi, "be miserable". 
 
(53) bihiobi-Øj    Øj-exana-Øi   "hei made himj  bej miserable" 
 BeMiserable-3ºSubject/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 
 
Evidence for assuming a subject suffix on bihiobi comes from the possibility of a 
construction like 
 
(54) bihiobi-mü   na-exana-me   "you made yourself miserable" 
 BeMiserable-2ºSubject/Reflexive-Make-2ºSubject 
 
where the occurrence of affix material between the two verbs is allowed by the fairly loose 
syntagmatic relation that links them together: notwithstanding the strict order, a particle can 
be inserted (a close reflection of what is possible within the sequence noun plus verb in 
(49)). 
 
(55) bihiobi-Ø  metha  Ø-exana-Ø  "maybe he made him miserable" 
 BeMiserable-3ºSubject/Maybe/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 
  
The other verbs behave in such a way that nothing can intervene between them and exana. All 
morphological stuff is rejected to both extremes of the complex word they form together. 
There is no room left for the subordinate verb subject suffix, neither in the middle  — because 
of the tight link — nor at the end of the complex — because of the causer pronominal —, but 
there can be or is room for an object prefix at the beginning. This strategy tantamounts to have 
the expression of the causee preempted by the object of the syntactically dominant verb. On an 
intransitive: 
 
(56)a *phirapha-Øj    Øj-exana-Øi   "hei made himj  stumble...j" 

 ↓ 
       b   Øj-phirapha-exana-Øi 
 
On a transitive: 
 
(57)a *Øk-konita-Øj    Øj-exana-Øi   "hei made himj  whipj itk" 

 ↓ 
       b   Øj-konita-exana-Øi 
 
We have not yet addressed the case of full verb simple transitive occurrences of exana, i.e. 
"create". Let's give some attention to (7)b. 
 
(58) ponüyoi   patomaraj   Øj-exana-Øi  "that small one created that village" 

ThatSmallOne/ThatVillage/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 

 

                                                 
13 Alsina (1992:552) speaks of the causee as "a thematically composite argument". I would phrase that the other 
way around and speak of "a syntactically composite participant". 
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Under the transfer perspective, existence itself is, here, the conditions-of-existence set that 
comes to be transferred to the direct object participant. I assume that a phonologically null 
existence predicate mediates between the noun phrase and the verb. 
 
(59) ponüyoi   patomaraj     [exist]-Øj   Øj-exana-Øi   
 ThatSmallOne/ThatVillage/[Exist]-3ºSubject/3ºObject-Make-3ºSubject 

"that small onei made that villagej bej" 
 

The language has no existence verb, as said above. But it has a non-existence verb, ahibi. 
When put in causative form it gives an overt picture of what remains invisible in (59). 
 
(60)a *Yawowanüi   namutoj   ahibi-Øj    Øj-exana-biaba-Øi 
  ↓ 

 Yawowanüi    namutoj  Øj-ahibi-exana-biaba-Øi   
 Lizard/Pathway/3ºObject-NotToExist-Make-Iterative-3ºSubject 

"Lizardi used to make the pathwayj disappear (lit.: ...make the pathwayj not to bej)" 
 

We have reached a unified account of all occurrences of the verb exana, consistent with the 
idea that causative morphemes are in some languages three-place predicates (Alsina 1992), 
and making Sikuani akin to those languages in which "give"-type verbs are used as 
causatives. 
 

 
10. A causal relation between two events can be treated in various ways within one single 
language. Row a in the following table schematizes what would be the totally explicit two 
clause expression of the events conjunction. The causal relation can surface through some 
and as a result linking device. 
 
(61) 

a   [subject    [predicate(...)]]cause          Relation              [subject            [predicate(...)]]effect 
          ↓                  ↓                                    ↓                          ↓                        ↓ 
b   [subject    "chômeur"predicate(...)      overt morphology       chômeurNP        predicate(...)]  
          ↓                  ↓                                    ↓                          ↓                        ↓ 
c     subject            Ø                             causeverb           non-subject arg.      predicate(...) 
 
The compact package of causatives is represented in rows b and c. The cause clause subject 
— the causer — remains the subject. The cause clause predicate — the action by which 
things happen — disappears (or goes, via nominalization, to oblique status). The cause 
relation between the two events finds linguistic expression in a cause verb (or auxiliary, or 
affix). The effect clause subject has to find an argument position other than subject. Here 
obtain redistribution strategies like Comrie’s leapfrogwise demotion, or my propulsive 
chain. The effect clause predicate is now subordinated to the cause verb.  
 
The particular organization of Sikuani causatives appealing to exana shows a striking 
parallel with non-causative uses of this same verb. I schematize this parallel in the 
following table. 
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(62)   instigator  recipient transferred transfer  
   (causer)  (causee) 
 
a  "create"  ponüyo patomara  [existence] exana  
   little man that village   make 
 
b  "turn into"  pebi     pewonotoxi    tulukisi    exana 
   man  teeth  collar  make 
 
c  "cause"  pebi  powayo bihiobi   exana 
on intransitive  man  little woman be miserable make 
 
d  "cause"  Namo   petiriwa       hunae     exana 
on intransitive  Fox  woman  climb  make 
 
e  "cause"  taena    penakueto  konitsia exana  awiri 
on transitive  my mother child  whip  make  dog 
 
The present analysis shows that all occurrences of exana are in fact causative, given the 
intrinsically predicative status of nouns and the transfer hypothesis. Thus, the unified 
glosses for (62) would be, respectively: 
 
(63) instigator   transfer  recipient  transferred 
 (causer)     (causee) 
 
a "that little man made  that village   be" 
b "the man  made  the teeth  be a collar" 
c "the man  made   that little woman be miserable" 
d "Fox   made  the woman  climb" 
e "my mother  made  the child  whip the dog" 
 
Two remarks are in order. First, "the dog" in e is certainly part of the transferred conditions 
of existence: it belongs to the round bracketed portion of sequence  
 

[subject [predicate(...)]]effect  
 
in (61). The reason why it doesn’t appear in the proper column in (62) is because the table 
intends to follow word order as attested in the data used. Second, my account of (63)a has 
something semantically counterintuitive: the recipient should be viewed as pre-existent to 
the transfer process, which of course "that village" is not. 
 
A unified account of "make" through its lexical and morpho-syntactic occurrences raises the 
issue of the causativization of nouns, since it rests on the assumption that what surfaces as 
arguments of the lexical "make" are in fact noun predicates, perfectly able, as such, to be 
causativized. Languages can causativize nouns. Some of them, such as Quechua, do it by 
different means for verbs and nouns (Weber, this volume). Others, such as Sikuani, Shipibo 
(Valenzuela, this volume) or Guarani (Velazquez-Castillo, this volume), use identical or 
similar means for both classes. Furthermore, those languages which, like Shipibo, show a 
single morphological device for verbs and nouns, as in 
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(64)a Sani-n-ra  bake  choron-ma-ke     [...]   
 Sani-ERG-ASS child:ABS jump-CAUS-CMPL  
 "Sani made the child jump three times" 
 
       b [...] Iskon Niwe-n     jawen    yora     yoshin-ma-[a]i   [...] 
        Iskon Niwe-ERG    POS3     body:ABS    become.spirit-CAUS-INC14 
 "Iskon Niwe made his body turn into spirit" 
 
are additional support for the existence of a unitary "make" in Sikuani.15 
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14 For the glosses and a complete version of these abbreviated examples, see Valenzuela, this volume. In spite 
of its gloss "become.spirit", yoshin is labelled "noun root" in the author's text. Cf., also, "[...] nouns [...] can 
take verbal affixation directly without requiring any formal derivation and thus function as predicates". 
15 As several participants in this volume, I am indebted to Masayoshi Shibatani for his indepth remarks on the 
original version of this text, which allowed me to improve notably its contents and my understanding of the 
phenomena discussed. 
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